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How cultural venues measure the diversity of their
audiences for different genres and types of
production

Ibsen’s “The Master Builder”

Key messages
•
•
•
•
•

There are many reasons why venues should be aware of how diverse their audiences
are, not least their justification for receiving public subsidy
Analysis of audiences by cultural background is now a simple and inexpensive task
The profiles of a venue’s audience only makes sense when it is compared to the profile
of the catchment area that the venue serves
Though the profile of an entire audience is useful, profiling is even most revealing
when comparisons are made between audiences for specific genres and productions
The profile of London venues becomes much clearer when addresses are used to
distinguish tourists from recent migrants and their descendants
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Context
Given the level of public subsidy for the arts, major venues need to be able to demonstrate their
success in reaching minority ethnic groups as well as the white British mainstream. Reaching the
diverse audiences that live in modern Britain is not easy given the different cultural traditions,
languages and religions that characterise Britain’s minority communities.
How diversity is best measured has not been immediately obvious in the past since few people,
when enjoying an evening play or concert, wish to be questioned regarding their ethnicity or selfidentification, especially in a period of heightened concern over migration levels.
Likewise survey questionnaires often fail to deliver respondents in sufficient numbers to identify the
membership of smaller minorities or to profile audiences of individual productions. Sample sizes
quickly fall below the thresholds of statistical reliability.
For an increasing number of venues the solution is the use of their members’ personal and family
names. From their analysis it is possible to infer the respects in which those who attend the venue
differ from those who do not. This practice is now relatively well-established, three of London’s
leading venues now choosing to profile their audiences in this way.
Origins
Over the years OriginsInfo has built up a reference file which associates four million of the world’s
family names and some 800,000 personal names with one of 250 different ethno-cultural groupings.

How Origins works

These groupings are based on a combination of country of origin, language and religion since each of
these has a strong influence on the names that members of different communities are given. Using
both the personal and the family name, it is common for around 99.5% of the names on a
membership file to match one of these names and hence for their holders to be classified by this
means.
Appending measures of cultural background to each member
Some organisations that want to monitor how successful they have been in engaging with minority
communities licence the Origins software application developed by OriginsInfo. But most cultural
venues prefer to rely on a bureau service, sending the names of their members to OriginsInfo for
coding and profiling.
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Typically they extract and send two files. The first contains the names of some or all of their
members, together with their Identification number. This, the membership file, might include a flag
to identify class of membership and whether or not the customer has made a charitable donation.
The second, the transaction file, contains the customer identification number together with details
of recent ticket purchases. These details might include genre, production, number of tickets and
value of tickets.
By inferring an Origins category for each person on the membership file, these codes can then be
appended to the file containing information about transactions.
Profiling the membership file
Some venues put on events which can be attended by people walking in off the street. Many of
these events are free and so the names of audience members are not recorded. For these events
Origins is unable to create a profile. However Origins can be used to profile those audience
members whose identity is known to the venue and which constitute almost all telephone and
internet bookings.
The first information that a venue wants to derive from this information is how the audience breaks
down by Origins type. Using all 250 categories for analysis is often not particularly helpful since they
are too small. When grouped into a set of 43 “sub-groups” it is usually possible to see a clear
pattern not distorted by problems due to insufficient sample size.
This file may contain additional information about a member. This may make it possible to contrast
the profile of all members with those of “friends” or of donors. By identifying audience members
with non-UK addresses it is possible to identify the proportion of different “minority” communities
who are likely to be visitors. This varies very considerably, people with East Asian names being likely
to give East Asian addresses whilst people with South Asian names being likely to live in the more
multi-cultural neighbourhoods of London.
Particularly important at this stage is the need to compare the profile of the audience with that of
the approximately catchment area of the venue. If the audience of a London venue is compared
with the population of the United Kingdom as a whole this would mask the difficulty any London
venue has in reaching out to Black Africans, Muslims and Hind South Asians. Comparing it to the
profile of the GLA area provides a much more appropriate base for comparison.
Profiling different genres and productions
Many venues offer a broad range of cultural
experiences. We consistently find that different
Origins categories are attracted by different arts
forms. Classical music concerts attract a
disproportionate number of East Asian bookers,
who can be very sensitive to the status of the
performing orchestra, preferring only to book with
those that are the best known. By contrast Eastern
Europeans are relatively more likely to attend plays
– that is after all a major part of their cultural
tradition. Iranians are more likely to attend
exhibitions of modern art. One explanation for this
A form of art which particularly attracts East Asian
tourists
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is that various forms of naturalistic representation were at one time not permitted under Islamic
law.
As would be expected performers from a particular
region of the world tend disproportionately to
attract members of minorities from that region.
This is even more the case when work is performed
in languages other than English.

Exhibitions of modern art attract the Muslim
community

Where the transaction file contains bookings for
every different performance, it is evident that
almost every community in Britain can be persuaded
to visit an arts venue. The challenge is to get them
to return when the production is from a culture that
they are not familiar with.

Motivations
Including the ticket price in the transactional information sent to OriginsInfo for analysis can often
highlight interesting motivational issues.
For example one venue was able to identify considerable differences between Origins types in the
average value per ticket. Likewise analysis of the number of tickets purchased in any one
transaction suggested that there were some minorities for whom attendance at an event was an
opportunity for an extended family outing, as a
social as well as a cultural experience, whilst there
were other Origins categories whose members
appeared to be perfectly happy attending a
production on their own.

An Origins category with a strong identification with
the extended family

An under-used field for analysis is the date of the
production. It would be surprising if, just as the
demand for tickets peaks at Christmas among the
European population, the demand for tickets
among South Asians and East Asians also varied
according to important events in their cultural
calendar.

Promotion
Until now most venues have been interested in Origins as a tool for profiling audiences. However as
venues become more aware of the profile of particular productions then we are beginning to see
Origins used as a means of targeting the geographical areas, particularly within London, where
particular communities are most well established.
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The future
At present venues focus exclusively of the results of the
analysis of their own members. In due course we believe it is
likely that attempts will be made to compare the profiles of
different venues so that venues can learn from each other
how to attract some of the more difficult-to-reach
communities. Where individual productions are profiled this
information would prove particularly useful in learning where
to direct promotional budgets.
Muslim population, Birmingham, 2016
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